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ACCESSORIES AND SPARE PARTS: 

• Inductive sensor (standard or ATEX) 

• Set flame filter + external grid 

• Anti-explosion panel 

1370 EPT 21 ATEX 4336 X         II 2 D 

FLAME ARRESTORS 
FLAMELESS EXPLOSION VENTING DEVICES 

mod. AE04FLX3470, AE06FLX5177 ATEX CERTIFIED (EN 16009) 

  
 

Flameless explosion vent devices (so-called just “Flameless” or “Flame Arrestors”) have the function of protecting the space out-

side the filter or silos of an extraction system from the effects of an explosion. These devices allow to install the filter even inside the 

building thanks to the thick layer of cooling metal meshes that do not allow the flame or the dust particles present in the filter to 

spread outside the flame arrester itself. 

The flame arrestors of the FLX series are passive protection systems ATEX CERTIFIED (EN 16009) with high efficiency, suitable 

for use with non-metallic dusts, class St2. 

They are the safest solution for installations inside the building, with a safe area starting 5m from the vent surface. 

They are made of carbon steel painted RAL 3020 or AISI 304 stainless steel. 

The body structure is reinforced to withstand high pressures. 

The gaskets installed inside ensure the absence of leaks outside the main vent surface, so all the venting flux passes through the cool-

ing metal meshes. The flame arrestors are also equipped with support slots to make it easier to handle them for installation. An in-

spection window allows to inspect and to replace the anti-explosion panel without removing the flame arrester from the filter and 

without removing the external cover and grid. 
 

TECHNICAL DATA: 

Operating temperature: from -20°C to +60°C 

Dust type: not metallic 

Maximum volume to protect (single device): 2,5 m3 

Minimum volume of  the environment (for indoor installations): 750 m3 

ATEX Class: 2D - kst = 220 bar*m/s  

Efficiency: 0,5 

Pred, max: 1.0 barg / 14.5 psig 

Pstat: 0.1 barg 

Pmax: 9,5 bar 

MIE: 10÷30 mJ 

MIT: 410 °C 

 

MODEL 

Real              
Venting area              

[m2] 

m              

[kg] 

Effective   
Venting area              

[m2] 

AE04FLX3470 0,17 88 0,085 

AE06FLX5177 0,30 157 0,150 
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ID DESCRIPTION 

1 Filter 

2 Flame arrestor 

3 Anti-explosion panel 

4 Flange of anti-explosion panel 

5 Nuts for flame arrestor 

6 Nuts for anti-explsosion panel 

FLAME ARRESTORS 
FLAMELESS EXPLOSION VENTING DEVICES 

mod. AE04FLX3470, AE06FLX5177 ATEX CERTIFIED (EN 16009) 
 

INSTALLATION PLAN 


